
Thursday 14th May
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Dear Year 6,

We hope you and your families are keeping well and have had a 
good week.

Here are the activities for this week for you to follow and 
complete.  

Try to read for at least 20 minutes a day and take Accelerated 
Reader quizzes from home by using this link  Howley Grange 
Renaissance at home and logging on as usual using your username 
and password. To check that the book you are reading has a quiz, 
you can check it using on Accelerated Reader Bookfinder. It’s okay to 
read books which haven’t got a quiz – just keep a record of what 
you have read. 

This week would have been SATs week so there are some optional 
fun SAT papers to do at a time that’s best for you.  We’ve put 
them as a separate home-learning pack.  We hope that you’ll have 
a giggle when you complete and mark them at home!

As always, remember to take time to relax, exercise and be kind 
to yourselves and each other.

Take care and keep smiling,

Mrs Graham and Mrs North

https://ukhosted58.renlearn.co.uk/6702136
https://www.arbookfind.co.uk/
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English Activity 4a – Writing your portal story

CONTINUE WRITING YOUR STORY FROM YESTERDAY

© Talk for Writing



1) 39 + 673 =

2) 9/11 - 4/11 =

3) 7064 - 502 =

4) 56.38 + 24.7 =

5) - 28 = 294

6) 5400 divided by 9 =

7) 60 divided by 15 =

8) 5/7 + 3/21 =

9) ¾ of 1000 =

10) 785 x 23 =
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You know the 
rule! 

Ten minutes to 
answer ten 
questions ☺

Maths Activity 4a – ten in ten ☺

We have included Learning Reminders that will help you with answering 
today's questions.

Maths Activity 4b  – Function machines 
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Learning Reminder

A Function Machine is a diagram that represents a function.  It takes 
an input, applies a rule such as a set of operations and delivers the 
answer as an output. Your task is either to determine the input, 
the output or whatever operations take place inside the machine.

Some function machines have one operation (or rule), some may have 
two!

input operation output



Maths Activity 4b **
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Maths Activity 4b ** continued
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Maths Activity 4b ***
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Maths Activity 4b *** continued
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Maths Activity 4c - Challenge
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PSHE – Being kind to others

Especially at the moment, we need to think about how we can be kind 
to others because our words and behaviour will have an effect on 
those people at home with us.

Think carefully about how you can be kind to other people in your 
family. Using the hearts below, write down your own ideas about how 
to do this.  Some ideas have been given to start you off.

Once you have recorded these ideas, start to think about how you can 
carry them out over the next week.

Every time you are kind to someone using one of these ideas over the 
next week, colour in the heart.

tidy my 
bedroom
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PSHE – Being kind to yourself

We often think about how we can be kind to others and what effect 
our behaviour has on other people.

Have you ever thought about how you can be kind to yourself? Using 
the hearts below, write down your own ideas about how to do this.  
Some ideas have been given to start you off.

Once you have recorded these ideas, start to think about how you can 
carry them out over the next week.

Every time you are kind to yourself using one of these ideas over the 
next week, colour in the heart.



1) 712

2) 5/11

3) 562

4) 81.08

5) 322

6) 600

7) 4

8) 18/21

9) 750

10) 18055
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ANSWERS Maths Activity 4a – ten in ten ☺



ANSWERS Maths Activity 4b ** 
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ANSWERS Maths Activity 4b ** continued
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ANSWERS Maths Activity 4b ***
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ANSWERS Maths Activity 4c Challenge


